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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following pages give a high-level synopsis of the findings contained later in this report.

CULTURAL HEALTH

Year 1/Year 2

● Culture Score: A poor Culture Score indicates some ongoing issues that are in need of being
addressed. However, there has been some improvement from Year 1 to Year 2.

● PV/CC Matches: People sense little to no connection between their personal values and their
experience in the workplace. ‘Commitment’ was a personal value previously experienced in the
Current Culture that is less apparent now but remains desired for the future.

● CC/DC Matches: People remain somewhat confident that they are on the right track, yet with a
call for some change.

● Cultural Entropy: A number of problems are being highlighted, resulting in a relatively high level
of Cultural Entropy. This suggests that leaders may need help and support to address problems
and build a healthier culture. Note, however, that this has improved from Year 1 and so it appears
some positive efforts have been made in this regard.

● Balance Index: The difference in focus between the areas of Foundation and Impact indicates a
large imbalance between meeting basic needs and fulfilling the purpose of the organisation. The
group remains highly focused on foundational needs.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

1. There has been some progress made from the last assessment to present, with a reduction in
Cultural Entropy and while the Culture Score remains in the Poor area, it is moving in the right
direction. There have been reductions in issues across all three of the lower levels and ‘information
withholding’ is no longer a top value in the Current Culture. Make time to reflect on what changes
or initiatives appear to have had the most positive affect here. How might you build upon these
areas or learn from them to help drive future changes?

2. The value ‘continuous improvement’ which was a desired value in Year 1 now successfully appears
in the Current Culture in Year 2. This remains a key request for the future. Given that in the
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Organisational Perspectives the area of Agility & Innovation has little focus currently, explore how
the ongoing development of working practices is having a positive impact here. Is there more to
do in this area? In addition, most problems occur at Level 3 – Performance. How might even
greater focus on ‘continuous improvement’ help address the ongoing problems in being
‘inconsistent’?

3. Notice that there is slightly more ‘confusion’ than before. Consider how the ongoing call for more
‘honesty’, which is a personal value of the group, could help here. There is a new call to be more
‘approachable’. A more friendly, accessible outlook may help people feel able to speak out more
and check their understanding. Discuss with employees to find out what more they are looking for
in this regard.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

1. Develop a plan to deliver internal communication around these results. Take time to celebrate
successes and new or ongoing strengths. Consider why specific initiatives may have worked well,
or why they did not. What lessons can be applied going forward as the organisation undertakes
further development initiatives?

2. Conduct focus groups to gain greater understanding in specific areas and explore ideas of how to
improve for the future. An overview of potential steps can be found in Get Connected pages 52-54,
or in the following exercise: From CVA to Action

3. Reflect on how well the culture of the organisation aligns with or supports the business strategy.
Align Strategy & Culture

4. Review the article Transforming Culture in Larger Organisations to gain some practical tips and
ideas to help you continue to manage and grow your desired culture.

5. People seek more focus around ongoing development. Understand what they are asking for in this
regard. Agreeing behaviours connected to desired values

6. Following these communication exercises, identify key outcomes or processes that the group wants
to achieve or improve. Here are some examples of possible next steps:

a) What steps can you take to honour the call for more focus on relationships?

b) To what degree is the gap at Level 1 a missing need in the business? There is an underlying
call for more focus here. Find out from participants what they believe the key priority to be.

c) There is a call for more ‘leadership effectiveness’. How might you align behaviours with agreed
core values? Values in Action

d) What if any unaddressed issues or areas for improvement continue to be of concern for the
group? To what extent are these issues blind spots in the organisation or areas that are
difficult or uncomfortable to explore? The Elephant in the Room exercise may help open
dialogue.

7. There is an ongoing call for change. As you continue your transformation work, how might you
help everyone understand the change journey and support them on it? Download the free book,
The Dynamics of Change for an overview of things to consider. These exercises also may be
helpful: The Change Curve, Important Questions, and Force Field Analysis.

8. What help might the leaders of the organisation need to understand and address both the tangible
and intangible aspects of any planned changes? Balanced Action Plan

9. Consider which values your organisation wants to espouse for the long-term. Then, select a set of
3-4 shared values to which people can connect and demonstrate. Define the meaning and
expected behaviours that would bring these values to life in the organisation.
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https://www.valuescentre.com/wp-content/uploads/PDF_Resources/Get_Connected/Exercises/Get-Connected-FromCVAtoAction.pdf
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https://www.valuescentre.com/wp-content/uploads/PDF_Resources/Dynamics_of_Change/Exercises/DC_Exercise_7_Balance_Action_Plan.pdf


SECTION 1: PERSONAL VALUES

Levels Distribution and Types of Top Personal Values

KEY SIMILARITIES

People continue to show strength at Level 5 – Alignment, indicating that a sense of meaning and purpose
is important to them.

In both years, we see strong focus both on personal contributions and building connections with others.

KEY DIFFERENCES

None of note.
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Top Ranked Personal Values

BALANCE INDEX OF COMMON PERSONAL VALUES

People have 9 consistent values between the time periods. This shows strong consistency over time,
which is to be expected unless there have been significant changes in staff.

Impact:
Levels 5-7

Year 1/Year 2: People are dedicated and have a can-do approach. They speak their
truth and can be counted upon by others.

Evolution:
Level 4

Year 1/Year 2: It remains important to them to take ownership and follow through on
their obligations.

Foundation:
Levels 1-3

Year 1/Year 2: This group is considerate of others and strives to do well.

UNIQUE PERSONAL VALUES

Year 1

● People acting with principle

Year 2

● Appreciation for their closest connections
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SECTION 2: CURRENT CULTURE VALUES

Levels Distribution and Types of Top Current Culture Values

KEY SIMILARITIES

In both time periods there are issues at both Level 1 – Viability and Level 3 – Performance, suggesting
business health and effectiveness are being undermined. Most focus is placed on meeting business needs,
though from both a positive and negative perspective.

KEY DIFFERENCES

Year 1: Most focus appears at Level 3- Performance.

Year 2: Top focus has shifted, with more positive attention placed at Level 4 – Evolution, suggesting a
drive for change.
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Top Positive Values in Current Culture

BALANCE INDEX OF COMMON POSITIVE VALUES

There are 4 positive common values between the years. This shows some consistency in the Current
Culture but suggests that a number of changes have taken place in the interim.

Impact:
Levels 5-7

No shared values.

Evolution:
Level 4

Year 1/Year 2: Colleagues working together and fulfilling their obligations.

Foundation:
Levels 1-3

Year 1/Year 2: Attention placed on meeting customer needs and delivering high levels
of output.

UNIQUE POSITIVE VALUES

Year 1

● A sense of dedication among the group

Year 2

● Focus on meeting set objectives while striving to find better ways of working
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Cultural Entropy Score and Top Potentially Limiting Values

Cultural Entropy is the measure of dysfunction within the system, based on the percentage of votes for
potentially limiting values. Issues may stem from internal or external factors, or fear-based actions and
behaviours of leaders, managers, and supervisors.

CULTURAL ENTROPY SCALE

Requiring Focus Year 2: Issues requiring cultural and structural transformation, as well as
leadership coaching.

Significant Problems Year 1: Notable problems requiring cultural and structural transformation,
selective changes in leadership, leadership development and coaching.

COMMON POTENTIALLY LIMITING VALUES BY LEVEL

Year 1/Year 2: Most problems occur at Level 3 – Performance, reflecting concerns around the
effectiveness of systems and processes. There has been some reduction here in issues from Year 1.

Level 3 Year 1/Year 2: People experience a lack of clear direction and common approach.

Level 2 There are no top potentially limiting values at this level which occur in both time periods.

Level 1 Year 1/Year 2: Spending restrictions hinder employee efforts and they fear for their
long-term employment prospects.
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UNIQUE POTENTIALLY LIMITING VALUES

Year 1

● Information withholding is potentially limiting as it can create internal competition and prevent
open communication and the free exchange of ideas and resources.

This is no longer a top value in Year 2, suggesting positive efforts have been made to start to address this.
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SECTION 3: DESIRED CULTURE VALUES

Levels Distribution and Types of Top Desired Culture Values

KEY SIMILARITIES

In both time periods people see the need for most attention to be placed at Level 4 – Evolution,
suggesting a desire to adapt and be more open to new opportunities.

In both years the desired values are almost Full Spectrum but with a gap at Level 7 – Contribution. This
may be a blind spot for the group or an area for future development.

KEY DIFFERENCES

Year 2: Greater emphasis is placed on building connections with others than before.
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Top Ranked Desired Culture Values

BALANCE INDEX OF COMMON DESIRED VALUES

There are 9 common values between the years. There is a strong degree of similarity, indicating that
overall priorities have changed little in the interim.

Impact:
Levels 5-7

Year 1/Year 2: People want strong leaders to guide them. They want to experience
again a sense of dedication among colleagues and want people to speak their truth.

Evolution:
Level 4

Year 1/Year 2: It remains important that people work closely together and take
ownership of their actions. A drive to find better ways of working, remains a priority.

Foundation:
Levels 1-3

Year 1/Year 2: This group recognises the importance of looking after customers. They
also want focus on their needs, with opportunities for professional growth and a sense of
a long-term future with the organisation.

UNIQUE DESIRED VALUES

Year 1

● Focus on keeping one another fully updated.

Year 2

● A more accessible and friendly working environment.
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SECTION 4: OTHER INDICES

Top Values Alignment

PERSONAL & CURRENT CULTURE MATCHES

Fair Year 1: People experience a degree of engagement and are somewhat able to be
themselves in the workplace.

Poor Year 2: People appear to be somewhat disengaged and unable to bring their personal
priorities to work.

CURRENT & DESIRED CULTURE MATCHES

Fair Year 1/Year 2: People feel the group is somewhat on the right track but have some
suggestions for change.
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Balance Index of Full Values Distribution

The Balance Index shows three major drivers: Foundation (Levels 1, 2, 3) relates to effectiveness.
Evolution (Level 4) concerns adaptability and employee participation. Impact, (Levels 5, 6, 7) shows
systemic good. Balance signifies organisational sustainability and resilience.

CURRENT CULTURE SIMILARITIES

Most focus is placed on the Foundation areas in both time periods. This suggests ongoing emphasis on
meeting basic needs.

CURRENT CULTURE DIFFERENCES

None of note.

DESIRED CULTURE SIMILARITIES

In both time periods people want to continue to see most emphasis placed on the Foundation areas. This
suggests a desire to ensure that basic business needs can be met effectively. However, they also want to
shift the energy which is currently tied up in navigating problems to also put more positive energy into
business development and those areas which support the greater good.

DESIRED CULTURE DIFFERENCES

None of note.
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Organisational Perspectives

Current and Desired values’ shifts by category reveal possible areas for greater strategic focus.

Finance & Effectiveness Both time periods: Strong focus placed in this area.

Agility & Innovation Both time periods: Place the same positive focus in this area,
although this does not appear to be a priority, with little call for this in
the Desired Culture. To what degree might this be a blind spot for the
group?

Employee Well-Being Slightly more focus is placed here in Year 2 than before.

Both time periods: This is the area where most new focus is
requested.

Trust & Engagement Both time periods: Similar degree of focus placed here and ongoing
calls for more attention in this area.

Direction & Communication There has been a marginal increase in focus here in Year 2.

Both time periods: People continue to see the need for greater
emphasis here.

Sustainability & Society Both time periods: There is little focus here and little change
requested, suggesting this may be a development area for the future.
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THE BARRETT MODEL

Level 1: Viability represents the need for stability; be it financial, ensuring a sense of security, or the
relevance of health and safety.

Level 2: Relationships reflects the attention to and importance of interpersonal relationships.

Level 3: Performance is about the accomplishment of objectives; leading to confidence, a sense of pride
and self-worth.

Potentially limiting values are those words/behaviours that reflect possible elements of fear. They are
located in Levels 1-3 only.

Potentially limiting values are those words/behaviours that reflect possible elements of fear. They are
located in Levels 1-3 only.

Level 4: Evolution reveals a willingness to adapt and be open to new perspectives.

Level 5: Alignment is the embodiment of living and demonstrating one’s true nature.

Level 6: Collaboration represents higher order partnerships where alliances are formed, and people are
positively impacted.

Level 7: Contribution is the fulfilment of purpose in service of the greater good.
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ORGANISATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

While Barrett Analytics provide insight into the culture of an organisation from various viewpoints, the
Organisational Perspectives reveal where the focus is with regard to its performance metrics, employee
welfare, and impact to help guide its long-term success. These areas include:

PROCESS

Finance & Effectiveness

Finance & Effectiveness highlights fiscal health and performance using values that reflect organisational
growth, key performance indicators, and customer satisfaction.

Agility & Innovation

Agility & Innovation reveals on an organisation’s ability to adapt and to evolve its products, processes, and
new ways of thinking.

PEOPLE

Employee Well-Being

Employee Well-Being shows the extent to which people feel supported, equipped, and treated fairly within
the organisation.

Trust & Engagement

Trust & Engagement relates to employees having opportunities to work together effectively, build mutual
confidence, and develop a sense of ownership and empowerment.

PURPOSE

Direction & Communication

Direction & Communication depicts the degree of clarity and focus about the organisation’s vision and
mission, as well as how information is communicated and shared.

Sustainability & Society

Sustainability & Society illustrates the organisation’s efforts around its long-term impact and its
contribution to the greater good.
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